Grab your paper and pencils! We're going to draw Jaysh from My Kufi together in 8 easy steps!

1. Let's start by drawing a circle for Jaysh's head.

2. Next we'll draw his Kufi!

3. Now we'll give Jaysh a bright smile by drawing a half circle

4. For his nose we'll draw another half circle but this time upside down and colored in.
5. Draw a half heart on both sides of Jaysh’s head. These will be his ears.

6. For Jaysh’s eyebrows, we'll draw two thick lines. They'll be at the same height as his ears.

7. Let's finish off his smile by adding two lines, one for his teeth and one for his lip.

8. Now we'll draw the curves on Jaysh’s ears.

Now use your favorite colors to fill your drawing in!

All Done!